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Consume Peckham proudly presents its third edition, co-ordinated by Kieron Dennis.
This year sixteen short films have been made by graphic design students from Chelsea
College of Art & Design. Subjects include an evangelical church, a dog grooming salon, and
a Christmas decoration company. Together they reflect the diversity of commercial activity in
Peckham. The documentaries also reveal the resilience of a community tested by recent riots
and budget cuts and shows how Peckham supports, inspires and provides chances for young
and vulnerable residents. Consume Peckham presents a truly authentic portrait of the varied
and occasionally bizarre cultural mix that is to be found in South London’s most infamous
postcode.  

The Copper-Glow Shop
Vanille Van Der Cam, Tiana Dunlop.
The Copper-Glow Shop, home to products mysterious, exotic, and medicinal; provides the perfect
platform from which one may discover the oddest things in the most ordinary circumstances.
Peckham, South London is the unassuming backdrop to a colourful den of alchemistic potions, lotions,
pebbles and plates, all ‘charged’ with the mystic talents of Mr. Robert Reid. Mr. Ried, a man who
claims to be able to cure ailments from eczema to diabetes, from a poor libido to insomnia, even the
aging process see him introduce an array of alternative therapies ranging from a moneybox to a secret
recipe tonic named JinGin.

A Dog About Town
Sunny Newby, Chaney McCullough, Peisen Shen.
A Dog About Town profiles the owner of the well-known pet-grooming salon in Peckham. Stephen
the owner talks about the love he has for his profession and what it takes to be the best. Stephen’s
passion doesn’t end with grooming though as he also owns and shows champion dogs and is a
professional competition judge. Stephen aims to bring the neighbourhood dogs up to scratch,
transforming motley mutts into perfect pampered pooches.

The Peckham Riots
Ben Capaldi, Jo Wilks, Siu Chingwong.
The documentary focuses on the devastation that occurred within the local community as a result of
the riots on 4 August 2011.  The causes and effects of the riots are explored by interviews with local
shop owners and members of the community.

The Miracle Centre
Chloe Alpert, Allison Beattie, Bradley Bell.
The Miracle Centre is a place of worship for people coming from all over London.  Located in
Peckham Rye, the church prides itself on its non-denominational approach to worship, opening its
arms to all and telling its visitors that all tribes are welcome.  The film gives us a glimpse into the
inner workings of an evangelical church in the heart of Peckham.  Step through the industrial doors
and see people express their love for worship through sermon, prayer, dance and song.



Tara Fabrications
Francois Douady, Nour Flayhan, Paige Shaw.
Tara Fabrications is a family run steel business that has been in the industry for many years. They
have worked for A-list celebrities and on many historic landmark restorations around London. This
short film reveals the history of the company and the strong relationships that exist between co-
workers.

The Arches
Jonny Holmes, Charlie Patterson, Susana Castro.
Here we see the ceramic work of two craftspeople working together under the arches of Peckham
railway. By using great skill and creativity, both ceramicists produce a wide range of pieces from
perfectly formed ornate vases to towering figures glazed in human ash. The differences in the way the
artists approach their work make for mesmerizing viewing.

Lynn Boxing Club
Katie Knowles, Talita Heshimu, Harriet Palmer.
There is a sense of pride and old-fashioned nostalgia that resounds from the Lynn Boxing Club with
white wash walls displaying old photographs and memorabilia framing the boxing ring below - the
heart of the club. The Lynn A.C. is Britain’s oldest amateur boxing club.  The documentary touches on
many different aspects of not only the challenging sport but the life and passion of the characters at
Lynn that make club the success it is.

E Smith
Nick Megoran, Sophie Rotter, Gabrielle Voyais.
Hidden under the arches of Queens Road Rail Station is E Smith Metal and Fabrication. Everton
Smith started the company thirteen years ago when he moved from Jamaica to South London with his
family. Although having no bank account, no national insurance number and generally struggling with
the challenges of a new life in London; Everton didn’t give up and now he runs a successful business
employing several local people.

James Glancy Designs
Rachel Dare, Sam Hashemi, Anna Fearon.
James Glancy Designs is renowned for their annual Christmas decorations for Carnaby Street. We
observe the countdown to the most important time of year for the company. Their studio, like an
Aladdin’s cave has up to 60 members of staff producing a range of extravagant festive decorations.
For James and Paul everyday of the year is Christmas and the work never stops.   

Review
Joseph Hayes, Anastasia McGrellis, Yoann Stas, Josh Osbourne
Set in the heart of the regenerated area of Bellenden stands Review. Evie Wyld, award-winning author
of After The Fire and A Still Small Voice, offers her insight of growing up in the area and the struggles
the store faces with competition from the online book market.

Life Skills
Anne Christensen, Alex Brittian, Adam Simpson.
Life Skills not only provides teenagers with a grounding in construction work, but also an all round
education in social skills; enabling them to be independent learners and have the ability to succeed in a
work environment. The teenagers have arrived at the course from a variety of backgrounds, some
voluntarily, some not. As Clint, the manager says, “It is not just about construction, it is about getting
their lives back on track. Guiding them whilst on and after they finish the course, the staff strive to
help them into employment, apprenticeships and further education”



PeckhamPlex
Ceylan Kiouf, Hannah Perse Clarke, Anna Ngai.
At a time when cinema is a luxury for many, what makes this independent cinema so important?
The employees and customers of PeckhamPlex tell us why this place is special to them and give us an
intimate perspective of the movie going experience.

Peckham Arts
Donald Chung, Alexandra Zizzo, Jasper Van Den Bosch.
Offering an insight into the artistic community that runs alongside the established businesses of
Peckham. Catch a glimpse of the logistics and inner workings of these spaces, such as the Hannah
Barry Gallery, Arcadia Missa and the producers of the South London Art Map, with interviews
from the movers and shakers on how they are flourishing as a community.

Cheryl
Will Whiting, Alex Zachries, Rebecca Gravil.
Cheryl recounts the extreme personal difficulties that have affected her life and contributed to
her homelessness.  Her story illustrates the fact that in our world there is a precarious balance
between social, emotional and monetary status, and it is possible to slip through the net and
experience a tough life on the street. In Cheryl’s words ‘things like this don’t happen to
people what happened to me, I’ve not done anything wrong..’

Safe 'n' Sound
Gabrielle Tanguary, Daryl Paz, Charlotte Hancock.
After fighting her way out of a dark lifestyle Jennifer Blake decided to use her life experience to start a
youth centre with the aim to help those who need support and encouragement through the transition of
childhood to adulthood. Safe ‘n’ Sound offers a music studio that encourages young people to express
their feelings and develop confidence. For some, Safe ‘n’ Sound has helped to turn their life around.

Jonathan Payne Ltd
Emily Crook, Genevieve De Rohan Willner, Thanawat Singtosap.
Jonathan Payne Ltd is currently working on three sites in the Peckham Area. With a tight knit team of
eight men, Jonathan Payne Ltd is soon hoping to become Peckham’s local construction company of
choice. The film follows the team the ups and downs of the trade. Stereotypical views on builders are
questioned and revealing the realities of life in construction.


